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Lesson Plan Format 

Copper Country ISD Workshop June 19-21, 2012 
 

Indian Removal and Forced Assimilation 
 

Lesson Overview: 
Despite treaties with American Indians, under Andrew Jackson’s presidency it became 

standard practice to remove American Indians east of the Mississippi to new Indian 

Territory in the West under the Indian Removal Act.  Although Jackson’s policy did not 

call for the use of force, tribes that refused to surrender their land were met with 

military force.  The American Indians were not only forced to leave their homes, but were 

expected to assimilate into the white-man’s civilized culture by leaving their traditions and 

customs and adopting a more “civilized” way of life.  This lesson is supplementary to more 

in-depth study of the Indian Removal/Westward Expansion/Trail of Tears. 

 

Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

 -empathize with the American Indian perspective 

 -analyze primary source documents 

 -analyze primary source photographs 

 -examine various perspectives and issues facing an expanding nation 

 -use historical reasoning to examine and evaluate the past 

 -write a five paragraph persuasive essay in which students choose and defend their 

position  

Standards: 

 

COMMON CORE HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES: 

 RH.6-8.1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 

secondary sources. 

 RH.6-8.2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary 

source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or 

opinions. 
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 RH.6-8.3. Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to 

history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates are raised or 

lowered). 

 RH.6-8.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 

including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 

 RH.6-8.6. Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or 

purpose (e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

 RH.6-8.7. Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, 

or maps) with other information in print and digital texts. 

 RH.6-8.8. Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 

 RH.6-8.10. By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts 

in the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

 

COMMON CORE ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

 

 RI.8.1. Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what 

the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

 RI.8.2. Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the 

course of the text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an 

objective summary of the text. 

 RI.8.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 

including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the impact of 

specific word choices on meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to other 

texts. 

 RI.8.5. Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including 

the role of particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

  RI.8.6. Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how 

the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints. 

 RI.8.8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing 

whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; 

recognize when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 

 RI.8.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction at the 

high end of the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

W.8.1. Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.  

o Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate 

or opposing claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

o Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, 

credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 

o Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the 

relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

o Establish and maintain a formal style. 
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o Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports 

the argument presented. 

 

Time Required: 

Four (55 minute) Days +/- 

 

Recommended Grade Level(s): 

-6-8 

-9-12 (with adjustments) 

 

Topic(s): 

 -Native American History 

 -Westward Expansion 

 

Era: 

 -Expansion and Reform (1792-1861) 

 

Preparation: 
 

Materials: 

-Photocopies of Indian Removal Act (pp 411-412) document (number of copies tbd 

by instructor), cut/divided by paragraphs and ready to distribute to student 

workgroups. 

 -Photocopies of Primary Source Analysis Tool 

 -Teacher copy of Analyzing Manus cripts 

-Teacher copy of Analyzing Political Cartoons 

-Teacher copy of Analyzing Photographs and Prints 

 -Document Camera/Projector OR photocopies of Photographs 

 -Photocopies of Persuasive Essay Packets 

 -Lined paper for composition of essays 

 

Resources: 

See Resource Table Below 
 
Additional Teacher Information: 

 http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/themes/native-

americans/set.html 

 

 http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/award97/codhtml/hawphome.html 

 

 http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amlaw/lwss-ilc.html 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Manuscripts.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Political_Cartoons.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/themes/native-americans/set.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/themes/native-americans/set.html
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/award97/codhtml/hawphome.html
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amlaw/lwss-ilc.html
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 Assimilation through Education Primary Source Set 

 

 Dwellings Gallery 

 

 Daily Life and Customs Gallery 

 

 Native American 

 

  

 

Procedure: 
This project is intended to encourage students to read a primary source document, 

interpret, evaluate, and summarize its content in order to understand the intent of the 

document from the point of view of the author.  

 

Students learn to view photographs and text using critical thinking skills and draw 

conclusions based on what they read or observe in order to understand various 

perspectives on a particular historical issue/event. 

 

Students draw conclusions and formulate opinions on such events and use historical 

reasoning/facts to defend their opinions. 

 

This lesson is meant to supplement textbook material and other lessons about Indian 

relocation.  Each day of the lesson should be concluded with summary discussion. 

 

The instructor should preview the Act in order to identify challenging vocabulary and 

compose a list for students.  Additional vocabulary should be as follows: 

 

[forced] assimilation 

[forced] acculturation 

empathy 

primary source 

secondary source 

common good 

 

Lesson 1/Day 1 

1. Project or hand out copies of the political cartoon.  (See Reference Table) 

2. Hand out copies of the Primary Source Analysis Tool. (See Materials List) 

3. The instructor should determine the method to be used for completion of 

the analysis; individually, cooperative group, or on board. 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/assimilation/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/lessons/indianschools/dwelling.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/lessons/indianschools/daily.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/presentations/immigration/native_american.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Primary_Source_Analysis_Tool.pdf
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4. Use the Analyzing Political Cartoons worksheet as a discussion generator to 

introduce and discuss the Indian Removal Act. 

5. Introduce/define/discuss challenging vocabulary.  See Using Primary 

Sources for definitions and explanations of Primary and Secondary Sources. 
 

Lesson 2/Day 2 (Possibly two days depending on quality of discussion).  Today’s 

activities should be used to generate and guide discussion. 

1.  Divide class into (8) groups of three or four and assign one paragraph of the 

Indian Removal Act to each group. 
2.  Direct student groups to read their assigned paragraph, discuss and then 

summarize and rewrite paragraph in their own words. 
3. Once student groups have completed their summaries, groups take turns (in 

correct order) to read the summarized Indian Removal Act while others 

follow along on the original manuscript. Discuss. 
4. Have students complete the Primary Source Analysis Tool as 

homework/group work/classwork. 
 
Lesson 3/Day 3- Today’s activities should be used to generate and guide discussion. 

1.  Review or Collect Primary Source Analysis Tool. 

2. Project or handout two photographs of American Indians.  (See Resource 

Table). 

The instructor can use one or both of the following two options for student analysis of the 

photograph.  These can be completed individually or cooperatively. 

3. Distribute both copies of the Primary Source Analysis Tool (one copy for 

each photograph) to be completed by students (procedure determined by 

instructor). 

4. Distribute copies of Venn Diagram/Compare and Contrast to be completed 

by students. 

5. Discuss the analysis of these photographs and expand on student 

observations. 

6. Wrap-up.  Discuss implications/benefits of the Act. 

 What if they had not been removed (Native perspective/Settler 

perspective). 
 Alternatives/Compromises 
 Americanization vs. Cultural Retention 
 Etc. 

7.   (Optional-dependent on time).  Introduce and explain expectations for the  

persuasive writing assessment which will be given as a culminating 

activity/assessment. 

 

-Optional Day- 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Political_Cartoons.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
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The instructor may want to use an extra day to continue, expand upon, and/or 

summarize the previous days’ instruction and discussion. 

 
Lesson 4/Day 4 

1.  Introduce persuasive essay writing assignment (if not already introduced). 

2. Students should use the hour to compose their five paragraph persuasive essays 

using the format and expectations listed in their essay packet. 

Suggested Writing Prompt: 

The Indian Removal Act forced Indian tribes to leave their native lands and 

move west of the Mississippi.  Do you feel the US Government was justified in its 

action to forcibly remove and assimilate Native Americans for the common good of 

the United States? 

 

Extension Activities: (to be created by instructor) 
 -vocabulary review worksheet 

 -vocabulary quiz 

 

Evaluation: 
-vocabulary quiz (if used) 

-analysis worksheets (at the discretion of the instructor) 

-persuasive essay writing assignment (from day 4) 
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Resource Table: 
 

Image Description Citation Permanent URL 

 

Indian assimilation: 

A Native American 

man and woman on a 

precipice overlooking 

a prosperous town as 

the sun sets in the 

distance. 

Clampett, John W., 

"Echoes From the Rocky 

Mountains" N. Y.: 

Brentanos, 1888, p. 107.  

 

Copyright restrictions 

applying to use or 

reproduction of this image 

available from the 

Western 

History/Genealogy Dept., 

Denver Public Library. 

http://cdm15330.cont

entdm.oclc.org/cdm/r

ef/collection/p15330c

oll22/id/38471 
 

 

An Act to provide for 

an exchange of lands 

with the Indians 

residing in any of the 

states or territories, 

and for their removal 

west of the river 

Mississippi 

A Century of 

Lawmaking for a 

New Nation: U.S. 

Congressional 

Documents and 

Debates, 1774 - 1875 

Statutes at Large, 21st 

Congress, 1st Session 

http://memory.loc.gov/
cgi-
bin/ampage?collId=llsl&
fileName=004/llsl004.d
b&recNum=458 

 

 

Group of Dakota Native 

American children (boys 

and girls) standing outside 

Sitting Bull's school, 

Grand River, South 

Dakota; three teachers on 

one side (two women and 

one man), one Dakota 

Native American man 

with badge at end of row; 

shows wooden frame 

school building with bell 

and belfry. 

Copyright restrictions 

applying to use or 

reproduction of this 

image available from 

the Western 

History/Genealogy 

Dept., Denver Public 

Library. 

http://cdm15330.cont

entdm.oclc.org/cdm/r

ef/collection/p15330c

oll22/id/68825 

 

 

Large group portrait 

of unidentified Native 

American men, 

women, and children 

(Ute), they pose with 

a drum and wear 

traditional Ute dress. 

Shows teepees. 

Copyright restrictions 

applying to use or 

reproduction of this 

image available from 

the Western 

History/Genealogy 

Dept., Denver Public 

Library. 

http://cdm15330.cont

entdm.oclc.org/cdm/r

ef/collection/p15330c

oll22/id/20468 

 

 

http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/38471
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/38471
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/38471
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/38471
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=004/llsl004.db&recNum=458
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=004/llsl004.db&recNum=458
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=004/llsl004.db&recNum=458
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=004/llsl004.db&recNum=458
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=004/llsl004.db&recNum=458
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/68825
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/68825
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/68825
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/68825
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/20468
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/20468
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/20468
http://cdm15330.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/20468
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DROP EVERYTHING AND WRITE 

GRADES 6-8 
 

You will have one class period to write a persuasive essay. Before you begin planning and 

writing your essay, read the prompt carefully to understand exactly what you are being asked to 

do. 

Your essay should include the following criteria: 

 An attention grabbing introduction that ends with a sentence that clearly states your 

position on the issue (thesis). 

 Clear and logical organization with effective transitions between paragraphs. 

 A concluding paragraph that restates the position (thesis), reasons, and ends on a strong 

convincing note. 

 A variety of words, phrases, and sentences. 

 Minimal errors in grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation as to not 

interfere with a reader’s understanding. 

 

The Prompt:  
 

Type your essay writing prompt in this space  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take a position on the issue outlined in the prompt. Be sure to support your position with 

specific reasons and details. 

1. Outline your essay on the following page. (Suggested time 10-15 minutes) 

2. Write your essay on the attached lined paper. It must be at least 5 paragraphs. (Suggested 

time 20-30 minutes) 

3. Proofread and edit using the checklist provided. (Suggested time 5-10 minutes) 
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